
 



Portsmouth Police Department Media Log 

Dispatch Log From: 04/03/2024 Thru: 04/04/2024     

0500 - 0500    Printed: 04/04/2024 
 

 

 

 
For Date: 04/03/2024-  Wednesday  
 

Call Number Time Call Reason Action   

 

24-12414        0644 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 3254] GRAFTON DR 

         Narrative:     

request for an officer to check a silver volvo suv that  

appears to have someone sleeping in the vehicle. 

 

said that it is parked in a handi-cap spot in the front of  

the main bld.  

 

caller said that the vehicle has a ton of stuff in it and  

there is a curtain that is over the windows. 

 

caller seems to think that someone is living out of the  

vehicle. 

 

caller reported that someone did see a male getting into the  

vehicle. caller said that banged on the car window and no  

one came out. 

 

         Narrative:     

has been parked there for a few days. 

 

         Narrative:     

the vehicle does have a handi-cap placard.  

 

they did not have the plate information of the car. 

 

         Narrative:     

vehicle is occupied, 102 making contact. 

 

         Narrative:     

Made contact with the occupant, she is going to be moved  

along 

 

 

24-12415        0649 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY NO REPORT - 

GOA   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1290] JUNKINS AVE 

         Narrative:     

off w/ sus male 

 

         Narrative:     

checked the area and the males were goa.  

 

there was a strong odor that was coming from the area  

according to 120 

 

 

24-12417        0649 RECOVERED PROPERTY COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    GOOSE BAY DR 

         Narrative:     

back parking lot off of goose bay dr. parking lot for  

contractors 



 

caller said that he found some luggage that was in the  

street. 

 

caller said to call his cell phone and he will come out 

 

         Narrative:     

caller seems to think that the luggage fell of a bus.  

 

caller said that it does have an ID with it.  

 

         Narrative:     

caller said that he is going to bring the luggage to us here  

at the pd. no need to send an officer 

 

said that he would be here in 10 min.  

 

         Narrative:     

female will be in to pick up luggage within the hour  

 

         Narrative:     

luggage was picked up by the owner. 110 clear 

 

 

24-12422        0820 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP VERBAL 

WARNING   

  Location/Address:    [PO 5602] PLEASANT ST 

         Narrative:     

expired reg 

 

 

24-12423        0823 SEABROOK NUCLEAR EMERGENCY NO REPORT 

TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1291] JUNKINS AVE 

         Narrative:     

Seabrook has declared an ALERT  

this is a drill 

 

         Narrative:     

notified chief mcquillen 

 

         Narrative:     

IAR page sent 

 

         Narrative:     

notifications complete  

 

         Narrative:     

Comm. Mgr at EOC.  

 

Staff members are reporting to the EOC at this time.  

 

         Narrative:     

Per C1 EOC is operational.  

 

         Narrative:     

SITE AREA EMERGENCY AS OF 0947 

 

         Narrative:     

NOTIFICATION MADE DISPATCH 

 

         Narrative:     

BRIEFING #2-EAL AT FS1 LOSS OF 2 BARRIERS, STATE EOC FULLY  

ACTIVATED. PLANT SHUT DOWN, RELEASE HAS OCCURRED.  

 

GOV DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY 

 



SIRENS TO SOUND AT 1020 AM 

 

 

 

         Narrative:     

dispatch provide 30 min readings announcements via radio to  

ALL patrol units in the field to check and log dosimeters.  

 

         Narrative:     

officers assigned to traffic are to report to station 2 to  

meet with radoff officer.  

 

they are also checking the roads to make sure clear.  

 

         Narrative:     

incident has been upgraded to a General Emergency 

 

15 min dosimeter checks as a result.  

 

         Narrative:     

report #3 site area emergency, gen pop. shelter in place.  

traffic control measures and points.  

 

 

 

         Narrative:     

drill ended @ 1300 

 

 

24-12425        0844 CHECK WELL BEING COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    BLUE HERON DR 

         Narrative:     

visiting nurse reporting he has been unable to contact  

patient for 4 days.  

unable to contact emergency contact person (daughter) either  

 

         Narrative:     

female didn't answer phone call 

 

         Narrative:     

emergency contact didn't answer phone either  

 

         Narrative:     

appears she was xported to York Hospital on 3/16 

 

         Narrative:     

not at York per York  

 

         Narrative:     

102 made contact with christine, she will contact the  

calling party 

 

 

24-12427        0926 ABANDONED 911 CALL COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 6034] BREWERY LN 

         Narrative:     

911 hang up from elevator 

 

         Narrative:     

all is well 

 

 

24-12429        0940 CHECK WELL BEING COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    HOLIDAY DR 

         Narrative:     

dondero school req a check well on juvenile who has an  

attendance issue, unable to get a hold of mom or dad 



 

         Narrative:     

requesting second unit, no contact at the residence, door is  

ajar 

 

         Narrative:     

units making contact with 1 male 

 

         Narrative:     

Sgt houde was contacted to look into where the child is  

currently and the well being.  Will update patrol if  

anything further is needed 

 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12429-OF 

 

24-12432        1004 PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT REPORT TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1431] LAFAYETTE RD 

         Narrative:     

mva - third party caller is reporting his wife was involved  

in front of walmart - no inj reported - rav4 color grey 

 

         Narrative:     

attempted number for female, no answer 

 

       Refer To Accident:    24-12432-AC 

 

24-12433        1021 ASSIST OTHER DEPARTMENT NO ACTION 

TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    CHAPEL ST 

         Narrative:     

unitil reports they an officer to respond and assist them  

getting access to the basement, they are having trouble  

getting in contact with the owner  

tech on site is Alex 

 

         Narrative:     

PD unable to make contact, will call FD if further  

assistance is needed. 

 

         Narrative:     

Unable to make contact with property owner. Unitil will  

contact PFD if they need further assistance.  

 

 

24-12434        1025 ANIMAL CALL COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    BARBERRY LN + ISLINGTON ST 

         Narrative:     

out with dog off leash on the rail trail 

 

         Narrative:     

sog is put on a leash 

 

 

24-12435        1029 ANIMAL CALL COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    ISLINGTON ST 

         Narrative:     

dog off leash, islington overpass on the rail trail 

 

         Narrative:     

put dog on leash, clear 

 

 

24-12436        1032 ANIMAL CALL COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    ISLINGTON ST 

         Narrative:     

on the trail checking for off leash 

 



 

24-12442        1109 BURGLAR ALARM COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1700] LITTLE HARBOR RD 

 

 

24-12445        1203 CHECK WELL BEING COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 439] COURT ST 

         Narrative:     

SMH requesting a check well on a female who they haven't  

been able to get a hold of.  

we have a hx of check wells on this female 

 

         Narrative:     

had suicide attempts in Feb this year and Oct last year 

 

         Narrative:     

no answer, unable to leave messsage  

 

         Narrative:     

no cars registered to female  

 

 

24-12448        1237 PROPERTY DAMAGE ACCIDENT COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 2396] ROTARY CIR 

         Narrative:     

minor damage PDAC, exchanging info 

 

         Narrative:     

Parties exchanged info and were able to drive away 

 

 

24-12451        1320 ASSIST FIRE DEPARTMENT COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1913] MARKET SQ 

 

24-12452        1347 MOTOR VEHICLE OFFENSES SUMMONS 

ISSUED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 2931] WOODBURY AVE 

         Narrative:     

cert copies for me and nh req  

 

        Refer To Summons:    24-12452-AR 

           Summons:    RINDLER, ALAN BARRY      

           Address:    35 HODGDON WAY Apt. #1411   PORTSMOUTH, NH 

               Age:    74 

           Charges:    OPERATING WITHOUT A VALID LICENSE 

 

24-12454        1354 LOST PROPERTY REPORT TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 859] HANOVER ST 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12454-OF 

 

24-12455        1358 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP VERBAL 

WARNING   

  Location/Address:    [PO 4965] MAPLEWOOD AVE 

         Narrative:     

STOPPING STANDING PROHIBITED 

 

 

24-12456        1359 SUSPICIOUS VEHICLE SERVICES 

RENDERED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1720] MAPLEWOOD AVE 

         Narrative:     

caller reporting a grey hyundai elantra parked in lot near  

corner of maplewood and raynes. says it has been running  

since she got to work early this AM. does not appear  

occupied. plate provided was 4661109 but she wasn't sure if  

it was correct. it comes back expired on a ford ranger.  

 



         Narrative:     

100 out with the car, it is running 

 

         Narrative:     

veh unoccupied 

 

 

         Narrative:     

contacted ro boyfriend, he was using the car, no issues 

 

         Narrative:     

keys returned to operator 

 

 

24-12457        1421 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    WOODBURY AVE 

         Narrative:     

project manager calling regarding a home to be demo-ed that  

is right next to hotel - a contractor on site watched a man  

climb into a window of building and close the blinds behind  

him. they would like him removed / trespassed. said the  

windows don't lock but front door should be locked. can  

speak with contract on site - Nelly 

 

         Narrative:     

units on scene, making a k-9 call out will be making entry 

 

         Narrative:     

units making entry 

 

         Narrative:     

house is clear, no signs of transients.  Contractor is going  

to secure the building 

 

 

24-12458        1441 WANTED PERSON / FUGITIVE ARREST   

  Location/Address:    [PO 702] GOSLING RD 

         Narrative:     

bus 6302 has an unruly customer on the bus at the gosling  

bus stop  

refused to pay, refused to get off. causing a scene 

 

         Narrative:     

female has extraditable warrant. calling scarborough to  

confirm warrant 

 

         Narrative:     

confirmed  

 

         Narrative:     

female detained 

 

         Narrative:     

YQ sent  

 

         Narrative:     

en route to the rock sm:12918.5 

 

         Narrative:     

YQ recieved  

 

         Narrative:     

changed to a WANT 

 

         Narrative:     

100 - working on a detention slip for jail  

 



         Narrative:     

off at ROCK  

e/m 12940.0 

 

         Refer To Arrest:    24-12458-AR 

            Arrest:    PIERCE, MICHELLE       

           Address:    891 MASSACHUSETTS AVE   BOSTON, MA 

               Age:    53 

           Charges:    FUGITIVE FROM JUSTICE 

 

24-12460        1459 MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT REPORT TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    HERITAGE AVE 

         Narrative:     

stolen silverado 

 

         Narrative:     

2015 black, has pontiac racing flag on the back window. unk  

direction of travel 

 

         Narrative:     

BOLO sent out to Rock and SP 

 

         Narrative:     

state ap sent  

 

         Narrative:     

adult white male, 40-50 years old, black jacket, carhartt  

sweatshirt, hat with an LG symbol on it 

 

         Narrative:     

veh found on 339 breakfast hill rd in greenland  

 

         Narrative:     

not the veh in question , per ROCK  

 

         Narrative:     

201 to continue per 100  

 

         Narrative:     

stolen vehicle has less than 1/8 tank of gas 

 

         Narrative:     

201 - clear of greenland , nothing evident to connect  

 

         Narrative:     

 out with white audi 

 

         Narrative:     

owner of blue f150 (recovered in greenland) called in, his  

truck was stolen from his work, he left his keys under the  

seat when he went out to a job with his work, just came back  

and its not at his place of work. 24-12462 

 

         Narrative:     

201 going back to greenland, breakfast hill country club 

 

         Narrative:     

103 going to location of stolen f150 

 

         Narrative:     

calling Kittery re: stolen veh in kittery. was reported  

stolen at 1504.  

 

         Narrative:     

103 found stolen black chevy silverado at 3560 lafayette 

 

         Narrative:     



Chevy silverado has been located at 3560 lafayette 

 

         Narrative:     

Kittery has suspect in mind - req we check Heritage for Jeep  

 

         Narrative:     

national req and in route to both trucks  

 

         Narrative:     

kittery plate for stolen veh added to call 

 

         Narrative:     

220 req to have DPW give us a call re: stolen veh and using  

impound lot  

 

         Narrative:     

called on call dpw to reach out to 220 

 

         Narrative:     

national on scene greenland 

 

         Narrative:     

chevy silverado with national, towing to DPW 

 

         Narrative:     

National en route to DPW with Silverado for storage,  

 

s/m 55903.6 

 

         Narrative:     

At DPW with Chevy....e/m 55906.2 

 

         Narrative:     

spinter van located on portsmouth ave in stratham 

 

         Narrative:     

201 &220- vehicles that were towed are secured at the dpw 

 

         Narrative:     

203 (haile)checking 70 heritage for kitterys missing jeep,  

not located 

 

         Narrative:     

103 silverado has been returned, left vm for ford owner 

 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12460-OF 

 

24-12461        1604 RECOVERED PROPERTY REPORT TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 2254] PIERCE ISLAND 

         Narrative:     

found earbuds 

 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12461-OF 

 

24-12462        1612 MOTOR VEHICLE THEFT SERVICES 

RENDERED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 6300] LAFAYETTE RD 

         Narrative:     

Male had his vehicle stolen from his work, he left his keys  

under the seat when he went out to a job with his work, just  

came back and its not at his place of work. 

 

         Narrative:     

blue f150 

 

         Narrative:     

black chevy silverado found at 3560 lafayette 



 

         Narrative:     

added this cad info to original call, 24-12460-of 

 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12460-OF 

 

24-12463        1731 CHECK WELL BEING COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    SPRINGBROOK CIR 

         Narrative:     

caller reporting a stationary for approx two hours, will be  

in front of the attached address, caller cant see anyone in  

the truck 

 

 

         Narrative:     

ups truck has been sitting in their parking lot for 2 hours,  

no ups man in sight, caller would like him checked on 

 

         Narrative:     

vehicle GOA. Clear 

 

 

24-12466        1919 RECOVERED PROPERTY COMPLETED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 186] BRIDGE ST 

         Narrative:     

6a was handed a phone 

 

         Narrative:     

advised the owner might be in jimmys jazz club, heading over  

now 

 

         Narrative:     

phone returned 

 

 

24-12467        1938 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP WRITTEN 

WARNING ISSUED   

  Location/Address:    [PO 3825] LAFAYETTE RD 

 

24-12469        2100 UNWANTED REPORT TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 119] BORTHWICK AVE 

         Narrative:     

staff looking to remove an intox male from the er, brian  

dunnigan 11/02/1959 gray sweatshirt 

 

         Narrative:     

hosp called back looking for an eta 

 

       Refer To Incident:    24-12469-OF 

 

24-12473        2151 CHECK WELL BEING NO REPORT 

TAKEN   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1386] LAFAYETTE RD 

         Narrative:     

CALLER HAS A MALE IN THE STORE WHO IS NOT RESPONDING TO  

STAFF, IS WALKING AROUND AND JUST SEEMS OUT OF IT AND  

APPEARS TO HAVE BEEN OUTSIDE FOR A TIME, CALLER WOULD LIKE  

PD TO CHECK ON HIM, WEARING ALL BLACK, BLACK HOODIE WITH  

DONUT EARLY 30S 

 

         Narrative:     

male requesting ems eval 

 

         Narrative:     

male being transported voluntarily. 303 and 6b following 

 

         Narrative:     



male is in the care and custody of the hospital.  

 

 

24-12478        2234 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- FALSE 

(UNK CAUSE)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 125] BORTHWICK AVE 

 

 

24-12482        2308 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- FALSE 

(UNK CAUSE)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 5859] BREWERY LN 

     

 

 

24-12483        2324 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- FALSE 

(UNK CAUSE)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1524] LAFAYETTE RD 

          

 

 

24-12486        2334 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- FALSE 

(UNK CAUSE)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1390] LAFAYETTE RD 

        

 

 

 

For Date: 04/04/2024  -  Thursday  

 

24-12501        0108 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- FALSE 

(UNK CAUSE)   

  Location/Address:    ISLINGTON ST 

         Narrative:     

 

 

24-12522        0241 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- 

OPERATOR ERROR   

  Location/Address:    [PO 5566] DEER ST 

       

 

 

24-12523        0247 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- CANCEL 

BY ALARM CO   

  Location/Address:    [PO 6295] SAGAMORE AVE 

 

 

24-12524        0420 TRAFFIC/ROAD HAZARD NO REPORT - 

GOA   

  Location/Address:    [PO 3254] GRAFTON DR 

         Narrative:     

rp says a tractor trailer pulling into pease golf course got  

stuck trying to turn around is blocking part of grafton rd.  

is worried about it blocking bus traffic. unknown how long  

hes been there but caller said headlights are on. silver  

truck unknown trailer description. 

 

         Narrative:     

truck is goa. clear. 

 

 

24-12525        0425 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- NO 

FAULT (SEE NARR)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 6121] LAFAYETTE RD 

 

 

24-12526        0426 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- NO 

FAULT (SEE NARR)   



  Location/Address:    [PO 1524] LAFAYETTE RD 

 

 

24-12527        0431 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- NO 

FAULT (SEE NARR)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 6339] LAFAYETTE RD 

     

 

 

24-12528        0431 BURGLAR ALARM ALARM- NO 

FAULT (SEE NARR)   

  Location/Address:    [PO 1390] LAFAYETTE RD 

        

tight, maybe due to weather. 

 

 

 

 


